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The star constellation of Orion is symbolically the most widespread star constellation on earth,
exceptional the beIt-stars. In two cases the whole star constellation ofthe hunter Orion is presented.
Surprisingly, the double star constellation of the belt-stars of Orion is also found on planet Mars.
The name Orion comes from the Greek mythology, where the constellation stands for a great hunter.
In ancient Egypt the gods are said to co me from this consteIIation. Orion symbolizes the Osiris and
Sirius represents Isis. The magic of creation is connected with Osiris and Isis, who are associated
with the beginning ofEgyptian civilization.
The stars most often represented are the three belt-stars Al Nitak, AI Nilam and Mintaka. The best
known echo of them are the Pyramids of Giza. In this work we do not address anY religious or
mystical significance, only geometrical facts.
Draw a line between the centers of the Pyramid of Khafre and Great Pyramid of Cheops. Then draw
a line between the center of the Great Pyramid and the Pyramid of Menkaure, the smallest of the
three main pyramids at Giza. The size of the angle between the two intersecting Lines is 11 degrees.
Robert Bauval has detected this was the same angle as the belt of Orion in 10.400 Be.
The square footprint of the Great Pyramid is important. The triangular sides have 52° angle of
inclination from the base. At the top ofthe pyramid we measure 76°.
Vasile Droj, a researcher living in Rome, has discovered a picture in an old book representing a
hunting scene on the Nile. The illustration comes from the tomb of Lord Ti in Sakkara. Crossed oars
and harpoons replicate the following angles: on the top, 76°, and the angle of inclination from the
baseline is 52°. Droj found these angles also on other ancient Egyptian waU paintings.
H. Wrosch recognized that the hieroglyph for pyramid in Ancient Egyptian had a pronounced
tapering shape. But he observed that the angle of reflection was 38 degrees when the first light of
day hits the Great Pyramid horizontally. The angle of reflection compared to the horizon is 76°.
This is the first ray of sunlight in the moming, the exact time of the rebirth of the sun.
Robert Bauval's book "The Orion Mystery" contains exact reproductions ofthe interior ofthe Great
Pyramid. Here we can see that when we extend the line of the Great GaHery outward to the face of
the pyramid we get an angle of 26°, half of 52°. The lowest chanlber of the Great Pyramid lies
below the base. A passage leads in a short distance into the inside of the pyramid. This angle is also
26°.

All these facts lead me to the assurance that the angles of 76°, 52°, 38° and 26° have a special
significance. Next, we will take a quick look at buiJdings where Orion is represented around the
world.
We begin with Napta Playa, in the Nubian Desert in Southem Egypt. This stone circ1e was erected
between 6.400 and 3.400 BC and represents, in its inner grouping of stellar, the belt stars of Orion.
Bauval calculated that the positions ofthe stars corresponded to the year 5.000 BC.
In South America as part of the Nasca Lines in southem Peru, we find the geoglyph of a spider with
one leg longer than the rest. If you view it as a mirror image, you can make out the whole
constellation of Orion, wüh the longer leg symboLizing Sirius.
Let us now consider Teotihuacan. Along with Pyramids of the Sun, the Moon and Quetzalcoatl here
we have also the depiction of the belt stars of Orjon. It is the same configuration as at Giza.
In North America, in the American Southwest, with the Hopi Indians of the Colorado Plateau we
can also see the whole constellation of Orion. We find twelfe villages or places of worship. The
three mesas of Hopiland, the most sacred places, symbolize the belt stars of Orion.
The Hopi also know, like the Sumerian, gods called "Annunaki". "Anu" means "ant" and "nnuaki"
"friend", hence the "ant-friend". They are remembered as beings that came from the sk.-y. The Hopi
have interacted with them for millennia.
The Sumerians recorded the term Annunaki, whose meaning they gave as "These who came from
sky to earth". In cuneiform tablets we can read that the Annunaki introduced writing, medicine,
techniques of irrigation and so forth on earth.
In Europe we find the belt stars of Orion in the tripIe design of the Thomborough Henges in
Yorksrure, England and Westfalia's Raffenburg Ruins in Germany. The area around the ruins was
settled as far back as the Middle Stone Age. In the Leaves Cave of 10.300 BC we find human and
animal bones. The Raffenburg Castle itself was inhabited from around 1200 to 1288 AC. In its
construction we can identify the belt stars of Orion at 11 ° as weIl as the angles of 76°, 52°,38°,26°
and 19°.
The next pyramids, those of Bosnia-Herzegovina, discovered by Sam Osmanagich, consist of a Sun
Pyramid and four others and can be dated to 10.000 BC. At 220 meters high, the Sun Pyramid ranks
as the tallest in the world. At its summit a steady beam of electricity can be measured that is 28
kilohertz and 3,9 volts in force. The beam will be more powerful with upward movement and
distance from the pyrammid, in contradiction to all laws of physics. Osmanagich explored 88
pyramids around the world and all except one had this energy beam. At the Bosnian Sun Pyramid
we also find two instances ofthe angle 76°.
In modem times no one knew ofthe Bosnian Pyramids, but in the Dulcert Portolano Maps of 1339,
the Sun Pyramid is marked with navigation lines.
The next pyramids we will look at are in Russia. These are modem pyramids made of fiberglass,
begun in 1989 by the Ukraine Institute for Physics. In these pyramids the focus is on a
concentration of cosmic energy for use in medicine, egology, chernistry and agricuJture. There are
17 pyramids of trus sort in Ukraine and Russia, all built in the Golden Section. Among other angles
we find 52° and 38°. Alexander Golod was the creator of the pyramids, and the energy they emit is
so strong you can detect it on radar.

Of the energy beam that can be sensed on most pyramids worldwide let us now raise the question if
it is possible there is a connection between people and beings of another planet.
Enonnous energy beams were sent out from the Pyramid of Kukulcan at Chiehen Itza in Mexico,
from Xianyang, Central China and from Norte Chico Civilization in Peru. Massive pyramids like
these have manifested unexpected activity. Photos have been taken and checked and are authentie,
without no doubt.
Nicola Tesla is known as the greatest inventor of the 20th century. But his inventions and ideas were
not confined to earth. In 1899, while researching windstonns and thunderstorms Tesla reported
receiving signals from an unknown source - three distinct scales or tone-rows, which did not,
however, yield a mathematical solution. They came from Space. Tesla was convinced, in fact, that
they originated with the inhabitants of Mars. He was able to build a receiver sensitive enough to
receive radio waves coming even from other galaxies. In February 1901, he published bis scientific
investigations under the tide "Talking with the Planets". In this paper, he certified that he received
signals from Mars and Venus, and that the inhabitants of these two planets had lived on earth for
millennia! This assertion prevented Nicola Tesla from receiving a Nobel Price.
Now that I have strechted the topic from Earth to Mars and Venus I would like to deal with the
photo of the surface of Mars in which you can see twin constellations of the belt stars of Orion. This
photo graph was published in the Austrian daily newspaper "Kurier" on December 22, 2009 and the
"Berliner Zeitung" also, from an original taken of the Martian surface released by NASA. You
could also find it at Google under "Mars Photo 2009". But when I communicated with NASA about
the photo they deleted it. In December 2009 NASA had called for volunteers to count all the craters
on Mars. The point was the number ofphotos, approximately 400.000.
When I inquired about the rights of this one photo, I was informed that it was a fake, not real. For
these reasons I can only include the photo with the Martian pyramids in a tracing.
One can see two circular, artificial forms side by side. On the circles you can make out seven
pyramids, reproducing the belt stars of Orion twice. When I found the first constellation, I did not
know what I would do next. Then I drew a line at 44°, which represented north, the direction of
divine energy in ancient Egypt. I was familiar with the theories of Robert Bauval concerning the
Pyramids of Giza. On the Mars photo we find the same scheme of the belt stars. This line led me to
the second configuration of belt stars. But for two pyramids I had still sought an explanation. The
line to the north indicated an answer. The first pyramid was built at an angle of 38° and the second
at an angle of 52°. The fact that seven pyramids could be assigned to the constellation of Orion and
the key angles of 38° and 52° persuaded me that this picture could not be a fake. Moreover, the
pyramids exhibited different conditions of aging and exposure.
Zecharia Sitchin describes in his work "The Lost Book of Enki" how the Annunaki came to Earth.
Their arrival is followed in the cuneiform texts very closely. Before the Annunaki landed on Earth
they made stopovers on Mars and the Moon.
Absolutely astounding is the Catholic Church's posItIon on the problem of extraterrestrial
intelligence. In Safford, Arizona, the Vatican operates a huge telescope, the Mt. Graham
Observatory, trained on Space for 24 hours a day. Another observatory is at the papal residence of
CasteIl Gandolfo in Italy. The American observatory is located near the San Francisco Peaks, the
sacred mountains of the Hopi and Zuni Indians, who envisage that sky people appear on the
mountaintops and start from there into the heavens. It is interesting to say the least that the Vatican
chose to build an observatory on such a location, one weIl known as a UFO hotspot.

The president of the National Committee for Astronomy of the Vatican, Father Christoph Corbally.
surprised the world in 2008 with the announcement that extraterrestrial life is not in conflict with
Christian doctrine.
When the Vatican issues such a statement you can be sure it was calculated. This irnplies that the
Vatican and certain other govemments are accurately infonned about the existence of
extraterrestrial life. Corbally opilled that it will be an extraordinary experience to meet our cosmic
neighbors. This makes us think of nothing less than a galactic new science. Rome has no dogmatic
point of view on extraterrestrial life-fonns, but when they are encountered they will deal with them
like all other new discoveries.
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